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MS Fram 

 
 

 
The MS Fram is a purpose built expedition vessel, designed especially to navigate polar waters, 
providing both a comfortable and safe voyage experience. Built in 2007, the original vision for the 
Fram was for her to be a ship which would bring passengers close to nature, wildlife and marine life.  
For the 2020 season, Fram has been completely upgrades with new suites, more environmentally 
friendly engines and a total makeover of the public areas, including new restaurants and high-tech 
Science centre. 
 
With the capacity in Antarctica for just 200 guests, the Fram has a sociable and relaxed atmosphere 
and is a great vessel for making new friends. Onboard amenities include a sauna, as well as a well-
equipped gym and two Jacuzzis.  The observation lounge is located at the top of the ship, with 
comfortable sitting areas and boasting large panoramic  windows, ideal for observing wildlife and 
the ever-changing landscape. 
 
Located on Deck 5, the restaurant serves high quality cuisine; set on different levels, no matter where 
your table is places, you will have outdoor views. The far end of the restaurant has a balcony perfect 
for taking photos from.  
 
Suites are named after Norwegian polar heroes and the ship is scattered with art commissioned by 
local artists 
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Cabins 
Expedition Suites 

The Expeditions Suites are the most exquisite cabins on the ship. Situated on upper deck, you can enjoy the most 
comfortable suites on board. Inside you will find seating areas with TV, bathrooms with shower/wc and most 
of them have double beds. Some of the suites do have more facilities than others. An exciting welcome gift awaits 
all suite guests in their cabin. 
 
Grand Suite on upper deck (Cabin grade: MG) 
Enjoy these exclusive suites with one or two rooms, seating area, TV, kettle, tea/coffee, stereo and 
mini-bar. Some of them also have bathtub. Most of these suites have a private balcony or bay 
window.  

     
 

Suite (Cabin grade: M2) 
These elegant suites are situated on upper deck with one or two rooms, seating area, TV and mini-
bar.  
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Arctic Superior 
Relaxation and comfort are the hallmarks of the Arctic Superior cabins. Situated on both upper and middle 
deck, they all have bathrooms with shower and WC. They are also equipped with tea and coffee -making 
facilities. Most of them have separate beds, where one doubles as a sofa, and some have double beds. All the 
cabins have individual specifications. 
 
Middle deck for 2 travellers (Cabin grade: F2) 
Enjoy these comfortable cabins, situated on middle and upper decks, suitable for up to two people. 
These cabins have double beds, a seating area, TV and private bathroom/shower. Some have 
limited view.  
 

     
 
Upper deck for 2 travellers (Cabin grade: U2) 
Enjoy these comfortable outside cabins, situated on top/upper decks. These cabins have separate 
beds where one doubles as a sofa.  
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Polar Inside 
The cosy Polar Inside cabins can be found on all decks. All cabins include bathrooms with shower/WC. Most 
of the cabins have separate beds where one doubles as a sofa, while some are equipped with a double bed or 
upper and lower berths. All the cabins have individual specifications. 
 
Middle deck for 2 travellers (Cabin grade: I2) 
Relax in these comfortable, standard inside cabins on middle or upper deck with separate beds 
where one can be turned into a sofa. 

   

Middle deck for up to 4 travellers (Cabin grade: I4) 
Relax in these comfortable, standard inside cabins with separate beds where one can be turned 
into a sofa. This cabin can fit up to four people.  
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Polar Outside 
The Polar Outside cabins are situated mostly on middle or lower deck and all have bathrooms with shower/WC. 
Some have double beds, others offer separate beds (where one is a sofa bed) or upper and lower berths. All the 
cabins have individual specifications. 
 
Middle deck for 2 travellers (Cabin grade: N2) 
Enjoy these standard outside cabins with separate beds found on middle decks. This cabin can fit 
two people. 
 

   

Middle deck for up to 4 travellers (Cabin grade: N4) 
Enjoy these standard outside cabins with separate beds found on middle decks, with space for up 
to four people.  
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Upper deck for 2 travellers (Cabin grade: FJ) 
Enjoy these comfortable cabins with double beds situated on upper decks with limited view.  
 

   

 

Specifications 

Year Built: 2007 
Year of refurbishment: 2020 
Capacity:  318 (200 in Antarctica) 
Length: 114 metres  
Beam: 20.2 metres 
Gross Tonnage   11647 
Speed:  13 knots cruising speed in open water 
Ship Yard: Fincantieri, Italy 
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